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(e) For each item in the order (i.e. ten times):
Order-Line To summarize the access patterns of the five transaction we list the number of accesses to each relation for each transaction type and the average number of accesses per transaction in Table 3; the latter assumes the percentages for each transaction listed in 
where: For the remainder of this paper we assume C equals zero (the Inmost typical databases data is stored in pages; hence we need to determine the skew at the page level. We first assume tuples are packed into pages in sequential order with the maximum number of whole tuples that fit per page.
We assume the remainder of the page is wasted. distributions.
In Figure  6 we plot the PMF for the customer relation and in Figure 7 we plot the~a: versus~~:. We note that there is considerably less skew for the customer relation than for the Stock relation. Finally, the result must be sorted to eliminate duplicate In Figure  10 we plot the cost per transaction/minute versus buffer size, where we detine cost as the cost of the memory, disks (including sutlicient storage space for all relations), and the processor.
We emphasize that this is not the cost as specified by the TPC-C' benchmark since it does not include software We first focus on the bottom two curves in Figure 10 . Figure  11 . We now examine the sensitivity of the rem.dts to this assumption. In Figure  12 we plot the maximum throughput versus the number of nodes for different probabilities of ordering items stocked by a remote warehouse in the new order transaction.
We see that if the probability of remotely stocked items increases to 1.0, the scale-up decreases by about 44~o.
Note that even at a 
